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Fang Yizhi is a great scientist, thinker and philosopher at the turn of the Ming 
and Qing Dynasties. He is learned and the author of many works. Early in his life, he 
dipped himself into Natural Science Research. And in his main science book ---- 
“Wulixiaoshi”, he made a comprehensive summary about China’s natural science 
since the Han Dynasty. In the meantime, he, to a certain extent, also made a research 
on the modern western natural science, which had just passed to China, covering 
physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, ground science, medicine and natural view, 
the scientific concept, methodology, etc. And in many ways, he put forward his own 
unique insights, especially the valuable ideas which based on his comprehensive 
understanding about the West and Chinese knowledge. So, making a profound 
analysis of Fang Yizhi is of important theoretical and practical significance. 
This thesis is divided into nine chapters and one introduction. The introduction 
aims to elaborate what the concept of major scientific thinking is; sort out 
systematically the previous research achievements and main points; reveal the 
inevitability and future research direction of the study of Fang Yizhi’s scientific 
thought on the basis of quantitative analysis and provide a reference for the further 
study. The first chapter is divided into two parts. The first part gives a brief 
introduction to the life of Fang Yizhi. This article divides Fang Yizhi's life science 
activities into three periods, which is the early, mid-and late periods and characterize 
the main activities of each period accordingly. The second part makes a description of 
all the major works, version and publication of each period of Fang Yizhi. From the 
description, we can glimpse the ideological venation of Fang Yizhi's thought and his 
impacts on his times. The second chapter mainly discusses the different understanding 
of “xing” between Fang Yizhi and Western missionary and so the eclecticism attitude 
towards “xing”. The third chapter does a more in-depth research on Fang Yizhi’s view 
of nature mainly from a new perspective, that is, the relationship between man and 
nature; and points out that the Fang Yizhi’s view of nature has a profound 
Environmental Ethics. The fourth and fifth chapters make a systematic exposition of 















different from previous point of view of predecessors in this field. The sixth and 
seventh chapters make a summary about meteorology, medicine and biology ideas of 
Fang Yizhi. The eighth chapter mainly discusses the Fang Yizhi’s view on the 
dialectical relationship between "zhi ce" and "tong ji", and reveals Fang Yizhi's term " 
Tongji lies in Zhice ", that is, philosophy is inseparable from the natural science and 
natural science should be based on philosophy. This term own a profound 
revolutionary and ideological connotation in that era. The charter Points out that the 
greatest feature is to emphasize the close contact and organic idea, dynamic 
development of the thought and distinct non-separation of space-time of the concept 
when Fang Yizhi was elaborating and using the term, "Tongji lies in Zhice", and 
points out that this idea is some kind of “ideology ". The charter also discusses the 
important role Fang Yizhi played in the process of evolution of "Gezhi Xue" as well 
as the inspiration which the features of academic characteristic of science history of 
Fang Yizhi gives to the localization of interaction between science history and 
philosophy of science. The ninth chapter discusses a well-known argument, “zhou lun 
yu yu”, presented by Fang Yizhi, by the Chinese and West comparative approach. 
“Yu” and ”zhou” are linked rather than independent from each other. The view about 
the link on the space-time is, actually, the embodiment of the scientific thought, that is, 
“ Tongji Lies In Zhice”. And it reveals the wisdom of the Easters and Westerners and 
highlights the representation of way of thinking of them in the understanding of the 
world's most important and fundamental view on the time and space. 
This thesis is based on the relevant materials of Fang Yizhi’s early natural science 
books, "Wli Xiaoshi" and "Tong Ya" and his philosophical works, later in his life, that is, 
“Dongxi Jun” and “Yaodi Paozhuang” and so on. The achievements of this thesis are 
two aspects. The first aspect is to make the Fang Yizhi’s scientific thinking more 
systematic. The second aspect is aimed to make a more original discussion about Fang 
Yizhi’s scientific thought that is outlook on nature, “Tongji lies in Zhice” and “Zhoulun 
Yu Yu” and so on. Basing on the above discussion, the thesis aims to point out Fang 
Yizhi’s remarkable achievements and significance on the the history of scientific 
thought of China from the perspective of the study of scientific thought. 
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